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Blue 2004: Advanced LEDs & Lasers
Email: blue2004 @ compoundsemi.com
Web: mocvd.com/blue2004/agenda/
18-20 May 2004 
Santa Fe, NM, USA
HiTECD 2004 IMAPs Int. Hitem Electronics
Web: http://www.uimaps.org
30 May-4 June 2004
Lahaina, Hawaii, USA 
MOVPE: 12 International Conference 
(ICMOVPE-XII) 
Contact: mtgserv@tms.org
31 May-4 June 2004
Glasgow, UK.
EUSPEN-2004: 4th Int. Conference of the Eur
Soc. for Precision Eng. & Nanotechnology 
Contact: http://glasgow2004.euspen.com
31 May-4 June 2004
Kagoshima, Japan




EXMATEC  Material fabrication, 


















12th Int, Summer School on Crystal Growth 
Web: http://isscg12.ikz-berlin.de/index.phtml
Contact: Prof. Georg Muller
E-mail: georgmueller@ww.uni-erlangen.de
2-6 Aug 2004 
Denver, Colorado, US




14th Int Conf on Crystal Growth  
12th Int Con on Vapour Growth and 
Epitaxy 
Web: http://iccg14.inpg.fr/
18-21 Aug 2004 
Beijing, China 
2004 International Conference
on Microwave and Millimeter
Wave Technology (ICMMT)
Contact: Prof. Zhou Mengqi
E-mail: mgzhou@public.bta.net.cn
Web: http://www.cie-china.org/icmmt2004
22-27 Aug 2004 
Edinburgh, Scotland
13th International 




UCSB, Santa Barbara, USA
NUSOD-04 4th IEEE/LEOS Int. Conf. 




11-14 October 2004 
MBE conference - NAMBE 2004
Banff, Alberta, Canada 
Contact: Tony SpringThorpe 
Tel: 1 613 993 5075 
Email: info@nambe.info
Web: www.nambe.info
We are keen to publicize your 2004 meeting, workshop, exhibition or course. If you want to use III-Vs Review to
help you with your Call for Papers please fax details to: +44(0) 1865-843-971, or email: g.purvis@elsevier.com
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